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Important news and updates from your benefits professionals
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Marketplace Appeal

Letters from Health Insurance
Marketplace being sent to clients

Minimum Value Plans

A great option to consider,
especially in retail or hospitality

Tax Advantaged
Spending Accounts

HSAs, HRAs and FSAs grow as
HDHPs become more common

Get More from Your
Healthcare Spend
With research showing that the average cost of health-

coaching can go a long way in managing costs. Services

care surpassed $11,000 per employee in 2015, stretching

like patient advocacy and telemedicine can help mem-

every healthcare dollar is a must. Since self-funding

bers get the care they need in an efficient setting. For ex-

is the foundation from which so many cost control

ample, while office visits cost about $130, a telemedicine

strategies emerge, we encourage you to take this step

visit can be equally effective at a cost of about $40. With

if you haven’t already done so.

so many variables available today, it’s easy to see why
customer service and care coordination are as important

Understand the Needs of Your Group

to your bottom line as they are to your employees.

Since every employer group is unique,

Paid Leave Bills Advance
The push for paid leave continues
in Washington and beyond

Keep Informed

it’s imperative that you look closely

Education and Wellness

at demographics, prior claims

Once a self-funded plan design and

and medical conditions. The

professional administration are

availability of meaningful

in place, employee education

data is one of the biggest

and wellness integration must

advantages of a self-fund-

follow. Few factors influence

ed plan, and key to making

healthcare costs more than

sure that those with

lifestyle choices and the need

chronic conditions such as

to make informed buying

diabetes or hypertension

decisions. And whether it

are receiving the treatment

involves understanding ben-

and attention they need. If

efits or choosing a high quality,

your administrator isn’t helping in
this critical area, you have the wrong
administrator!

efficient provider, studies show that
members need more support. To help
in this area, many TPAs are integrating online
access to comparative data on costs and providers.

Coordination Matters
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Self-funded health plans involve several parts that need

When you consider that we can only manage what

to be working together. If you think healthcare is com-

we can measure, delivering meaningful information

plex, put yourself in the shoes of your members and their

to members, when they need to make a healthcare

families. Programs such as utilization review, hospital

decision, should result in happier, healthier employees

pre-certification, disease management and healthcare

and lower costs for all.

Healthcare Reform & Regulatory Update

Beware–Marketplace Appeal
Letters Are Being Sent
Should You Consider a
Minimum Value Plan?

You May Need to File an Appeal
According to Health Insurance

If you’re in an industry with significant

Marketplace representatives, these

turnover and varied work schedules, a

letters are being sent to employ-

Minimum Value Plan may be an affordable

ers who are not Applicable Large

way to meet the requirements of the

Employers (ALEs) because the

Affordable Care Act.

individuals applying to the Marketplace are not asked to make the

A Minimum Value Plan is one that pays

determination of whether or not

at least 60% of the total allowed cost of

their employer is an ALE since he/

benefits expected under the plan. And

she would not have that knowledge (controlled groups, etc.) Small

while a traditional fully insured plan might
cost $300 per month for employee-only

We’ve been informed that some employers are

employers not even subject to the employer shared

coverage, a minimum value plan may cost

receiving letters from the Health Insurance Market-

responsibility rules will get these letters, but do not

just over $100 while still providing ACA-

place indicating that a person listed in the letter

need to file appeals according to the representatives.

mandated care and coverage for inpatient

submitted an application for health coverage through

hospitalization.

the Marketplace and that the employee was found

For employees who were offered affordable, minimum

eligible for an advanced premium tax credit. The letter

value coverage but have generated a notice of eligibili-

Determining Minimum Value

serves as a notification that the company “may” have

ty for the advanced premium tax credit, an appeal form

Businesses may need help determining

to pay an employer shared responsibility payment.

must be filed for each employee. In other situations,
the employees have not been eligible as their average

that their plan reaches “minimum value”
under the ACA. To meet this standard, the

The letter gives the opportunity for the employer

hours during the measurement period were too low.

plan must pay at least 60% of the total

to file an appeal to the Marketplace if the employer

Appeal forms will also need to be filed.

allowed cost of benefits, which can be

believes there has been a mistake regarding the

a moving target. Recent regulations

employee’s eligibility for an advance premium tax

Get a head start on reviewing the Employer Appeal

also require that minimum value plans

credit. The letters give 90 days from the date of the

Request Form and Instructions by going to Health-

must offer substantial coverage for

notice to request an appeal from the Marketplace and

Care.gov/marketplace-appeals/employer-appeals.

both inpatient hospitalization and

a website to obtain the appeal form.

physician services.
It should also be noted that minimum
value plans must still offer “minimum
essential coverage” and coverage that is
considered “affordable” under the ACA.
Offering such a plan, without meeting

Trends Latest Happenings in Today’s World

these requirements, may still expose

Patients Counsel Hospitals

your organization to liability under ACA

Hospitals have long depended on
volunteers to help at information
desks, delivery of flowers and more.
These days, however, some hospitals
are asking discharged patients to
participate on advisory councils that
interact with hospital staff to improve communication with nurses,
design of facilities and more. Some
council members have joined physi-

employer shared responsibility rules.
Though minimum value plans can be an
affordable solution, future growth may be
a concern, since only organizations with
fewer than 50 full-time employees and
full-time equivalents are exempt from
ACA coverage requirements.
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cians as they make their rounds,
talking with patients or occasionally
functioning as a “secret shopper” and
to note how such sessions can be
improved.

reduce stress. Experience shows
that people converge around pets,
especially dogs, promoting friendly
conversations that otherwise wouldn’t
have taken place.

Dog Days Popular

Apps for the ER

A recent survey of more than 1,000
workers showed that allowing people
to bring their pets to work can go a
long way to build community and

In a study published in the journal
titled Academic Emergency Medicine,
ER physicians in 29 states showed
that patients often leave decision

Paid Leave Bills Advance
One of the biggest concerns of small business owners continues
to be the paid and unpaid leave bills passing out of committee.
In the Senate, the Healthy Workplace Act S.B. 2147 would require
all employers to provide up to 7 paid sick days each year. The
House passed H.B. 3297, creating the Employee Paid Health Care
Time Act, requiring any employer of one or more to provide paid
healthcare time at a rate of one hour for every 22 hours worked
for an employer of 50 or more and one hour for every 40 hours
worked for employers with fewer than 50 employees.

Comparing Spending
Accounts

The Federal Government isn’t the only governmental body

If your health plan is like most,

is not portable and the employer can

pushing paid leave. Several states and even the City of Chicago

finding ways to help members

approve a rollover provision.

are considering paid leave for a variety of hardships, from

manage healthcare expenses is a

bereavement to bone marrow and organ donations. A 2015

top priority. Offering one or more

Flexible Spending Accounts (FSAs) –

survey by NFIB shows that the vast majority of small businesses

tax advantaged healthcare spending

Section 125 FSAs allow employees to

already offer some type of paid leave, with many offering up to

account can help.

defer part of their income to pay for
medical expenses. Both the employer

2 weeks per year.
Health Savings Accounts (HSAs) –

and employee can contribute, but

Employers and employees can

the amount employees pledge to

contribute to an HSA tax free and

contribute cannot change during

funds can roll over from year to year.

the year. If a required provision is in

To qualify, a compatible health plan

place, up to $500 can roll over to the

In May, U.S. District Judge

must have a minimum annual

next year.

Rosemary Collyer ruled that the

individual deductible of $1,300 or

Federal Government improperly

$2,600 for a family. All contributions

The features of these accounts vary

reimburses insurance carriers to

count towards the annual maximum,

somewhat. HSAs offer great flexibility

cover discounts to low-income

which is $3,350 for individuals and

to the employee without an adminis-

consumers. The court ruled that

$6,750 for a family. Catch-up contri-

trative burden for the employer.

the administration overreached

butions of $1,000 are allowed at age

HRAs do not require a qualifying high

55 or older.

deductible health plan, but only em-

Judge Rules Against
Reimbursements

its authority by spending taxpayer money on reimbursements

ployers can contribute. FSAs allow the

without approval from Congress.
Health Reimbursement Accounts

employee to contribute pre-tax dollars,

The decision was the result of a lawsuit filed in 2014 by House

(HRAs) – Like an HSA, this account

but the use-it-or-lose-it requirement

Republicans. The original health law required insurers to offer

can be used before a deductible is

can be a disadvantage. For help in

the cost reductions even if they lack funding from Congress.

met and no minimum plan deduct-

determining which option is most

The Justice Department says it is reviewing the ruling and does

ible is required. Unlike HSAs, only the

appropriate for your group, talk with

have the right to appeal.

employer can contribute; the account

your Third Party Administrator.

making to their physician because the
matter is too complicated for them to
weigh in. To help patients and loved
ones better share in decision making,
some hospitals are developing apps
that can provide back up information
on cardiac care, appendicitis and other
conditions. These aids are being
especially helpful to parents who may
not understand what a doctor says
when they bring a sick child to the ER.

Costs to Rise 9%

Camera Capsules

The global cost of employee healthcare
benefits is expected to rise by 9.1% this
year according to research by consulting firm Willis Towers Watson. Hospital
and inpatient services, many of which
are tied to treating chronic conditions
such as cardiovascular disease and
respiratory illnesses, are driving the cost
increases worldwide.

Vitamin-sized cameras, referred to as
edible electronics, are helping doctors
examine areas that are very tough
to get to, such as parts of the small
intestine. Medtronic’s Pill Cam uses up
to two mini cameras, a light and up to
10 hours of battery life to travel through
the GI tract taking photos at up to 35
frames per second. While the cameras
can be very helpful in detecting signs of

Crohn’s disease or bleeding, they do not
enable a physician to remove polyps on
the spot, which they often do during a
colonoscopy.

Photo credit: Medtronic
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Did You Know? New Ideas for Healthy Consumers
Zika Virus and Summer Travel

Staying Safe in the Sun

Summer is the season for getting as much outdoor time as possible. But, it is critical to
protect your skin from the sun while you’re at it. Choosing sunscreens and knowing how
different SPF levels will affect your skin can be tricky, so here are some fool-proof steps
you can take to protect yourself and your children.
n Limit your midday sun exposure; the
most damaging rays are between the
hours of 10am and 2pm.
n Pay attention to your clothing. Loosely
woven clothing and hats let UV rays

n Apply sunscreen 20 minutes before
going outside and be generous with it!
n Remember your lips and ears! A waxbased sunscreen stick can protect
these areas well.
n Be especially careful around water

Summer is upon us and with it comes more outdoor activities, more

through to your skin. However, these

sunscreen and, for some, more travel. What you may not expect

days there is specially designed SPF

and snow, as the damaging sunrays

summer to bring is the risk of the Zika virus. But, U.S. health officials

clothing available.

are reflected by these surfaces and

warn that mosquitos carrying the virus could hit the mainland’s

n Choose sunscreens that protect from

southern borders, starting with Florida and the Gulf Coast, in a

both kinds of ultraviolet light – UVA

few weeks.

and UVB (labeled as “broad spec-

careful to not inhale the fumes

trum”). SPF between 30 and 50 is ideal.

(especially when using on children).

increase your exposure.
n Sunscreen sprays are fine, but be

Whether you’re traveling this summer or you’re staying put, the CDC
says the best way to reduce your risk is to avoid bug bites by using

Be sure to throw away last year’s sun-

repellent and covering your skin. If possible while traveling, choose

screens as it decays over time and can be

hotels with screens or air-conditioning. While using both sunscreen

less effective. If you plan on being in the

and repellent, apply the sunscreen first, let it dry and then apply the

sun often this summer, consider using a

repellent. However, you do not want to use products that contain

vitamin D supplement. You always want

both sunscreen and repellent and you should not spray repellent

to make a conscious effort to have a good

on the skin under clothing.

balance of being in and out of the sun.
And, always remember to ask your doctor

Pregnant women, especially those in their first trimester, are most at

about regular screenings for skin cancer.

risk for the virus and should take every possible precaution and are
advised to avoid affected areas. A current list of countries where Zika
is active can be found on the CDC’s main site – www.cdc.gov.

Please Contact Us: This newsletter is not intended as a substitute for personal medical or employee benefits advice. Please consult your physician
before making decisions that may impact your personal health. Talk to your benefits administrator before implementing strategies that may impact your
organization’s employee benefit objectives.

